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·CHANGES IN REAL INCOME AND THE DEMAND FOR DOMESTIC AND
FOREIGN SECURITIES IN A SYNTHESIZED EXCHANGE RATE MODEL:
AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW

Abstract

By

Hassan Khademian

It is typically assumed that real income enters the demand
function~for securities in a negative fashion [see Turnovsky and
Kingston (1977), Levin (1980), Penati (1983), and Kawai

(1985)J.

This paper shows that this assumption violates the sufficiency
condition for stability and- is not consistent with earlier
portfolio theories. These issues are examined within the context
of a synthesized Keynesian and portfolio balance approach.

CHANGES IN REAL INCOME AND THE DEMAND FOR DOMESTIC AND
FOREIG~ SECURITIES IN A SYNTHESIZED EXCHANGE RATE MODEL:
AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW

Introduction

In the application of portfolio balance theory to open economies,
it is generally assumed that real

income enters the demand

tunction for securities in a negative fashion

Lsee Turnovsky and

Kingston (1977), Levin (1980), Penati (1983), and Kawai (1985)).
The purpose of

this paper is to show that this assumption

violates the sufficiency condition for stability and also
contradicts·the·earlier portfolio theories of Patinkin ·tl96St·andMcKinnon (1969). Section one specifies a model which incorporates
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elements of Keynesian and portfolio balance approaches similar to
the models developed by Levin (1980), Frenkel, Gylfason, and
Helliwell

(1980), Gyltason and Helliwell (1983), Ahtiala (1984),

Branson (1986), and Dornbusch (1986). Stability conditions are
I

examined in section two, and the implications of the analysis are
presented in section three.

l. A Synthesized Keynesian and Portfolio-Balance Model

The dynamics of a single-country economy can be described by a
system of ordinary differential equations:
-1-

.

where

.
Xis

X = (dx.(t)/dt) = H(X(t),a),
1

i=l,3

(1)

a time (t) derivative of X, and. "a" is a k-dimensional

vector ot parameters. Xis a three-dimensional Cartesian space of
real

income

(x 3 =E).

(x 1 =Y), interest rate

This syste~ is

a

small

(x =r), and exchange rate
2
open economy model which

originates from the IS-LM analytical framework of Fleming
and Mundell

(1962)

(1968). The above linear vector fields of X are

simultaneously specified in the commodities, domestic-and_ foreign
bond markets.
Based on the producers'

responses

to unexpected inventory

changes, a goods market excess demand function

.
Y.

= a.[ C(Y)

[h (X,a)] is:
1

+ I(r) + G + x(Y,E) - Y],

(2)

where C(Y) is the consumption function which depends positively
on real

income

[Cy>O].

The

investment function I(r),

negative function of ·the· real

intere·st-ra·te (r}

[I <O].

r

is a
Net

exports, x ( Y, E;), decline with real income ( Y), and rise with_ the
-- -- ----- ----·-

exchange rate
exchange

__ , -"

·-

-

(E)--the domestic currency price of foreign

lxy<O, xE>U]. Finally, a. is an adjustment parameter such

that l >a.> U.
In the financial.sector, private citizens hold a portfolio of

(M), home bonds

domestic real money balances

(Ba), and foreign

denominated securities (F),
w

Here,

w is real wealth,

=

M

+ Bd + EF,

and Bd

is

(3)

the portion of domestic

securities (B) held bY home residents. Equilibrium in this sector
requires that excess demand for all financial assets be equal to
zero. This condition ·must therefore be met both in the
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(flow)

goods market and in the (stock) financial markets (Foley, 1975).
Hence, using the wealth constraint

(equation 3), the market

clearing condition for real balances can be dropped.
The excess supply in the home security market,

[h ( X, a) ] , can
2

be modelled as:
.

*

d

r = S[B - b (r,r ,Y)w
1 > 8 >U,

bd and bt > 0,
r

r

b

f

(r ,r

1 > bd >

*

*
*
, Y ) Ew ]

o·,

(4)

1 > bf > 0

~here-sis an adjustment parameter~-The-terms b d (r,r * ,Y) and
bt(r,r*,Y*) denote the domestic and toreign-desired fraction of
domestic

(w) and toreign

(w *

wealth, respectively, held in

domestic securities. Given a single~country economy assumption,
. - :*
*
*
the foreign interest rate (r ), real income (Y ), and wealth (w )

are determi11ed exogenously.
Finally, the excess demand function in the foreign security
market, 'Lh (X,a)], is-given by-·
3

.E

=

A[b * (r,r * ,Y)w - EF]

(5)
-------------·--

where

A is an adjustment parameter.

b * (r,r * ,Y) denotes the

domestic desired traction of domestic wealth held in foreign
securities. EF is· the domestic currency supply of foreign
securities. The discussion of how real income enters the demand
function tor securities will be addressed

in the following

sections.
The wealth constraint implies that the summation of the desired
fractions of domestic wealth--those held in real cash balances,
domestic, and foreign securities--total one. Hence
d
*
*
*
. m(r,Y) + b (r,r ,Y) + b (r,r ,Y) = 1

(6)

where rn(r,Y) describes the desired fraction of wealth held in
-3-
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domestic real balances.
Therefore,

the dynamics of a single country economy can be

reduced to the following set ot equations:

r =

a[C(Y) + I(r) + G + x(Y,E) - Y]
d.
f
b ( r, r * ,Y)w - b ( r, r * ,Y * )Ew * ]
8LB

E =

>db * (r,r * ,Y)w

y =

-

(2)

(4)

Er']

(5)

2. Stability Conditions -

A solution to the differential equation system (1) is X* , such
that H(X * )=O. Accordingly, the equilibrium level of real income,
interest rate, and exchange rate are determined when equations
(2),

(4), and (5) are simultaneou~ly set to zero. The necessary

and sufticient stability conditions require that the trace of the
Jacobian matrix J be negative and - that
posit~v_e.

If

its determin-ant be

h x· __qesc_!':"_ib~s __tfl~_ par::tial __ d~r::Jy_atJy_~ __9f ~h

J -,- -_ -_- .:: C,,c.' -• -: _, .--C ,---:-•-,--~-•=-,_··•_-,-cc_,._-- --.-~c=.. - .,.:,. --_-, -- -=-~--C_--:0.·'~-----~co': --,:·'co·-·· c·•··,"•••~-:--&-Ve C tO r field ot H with-respect to x., then the Jacobian matrix
______

0
-,- --7- - 7,,

7

0

J

J

is

( j i j ) = (h

i=

,Q,x • ) ,

,Q, ,

j = l , 3•

J -

The Jacobian matrix,
I

including

the signs of

the

partial

derivatives, is shown in Table l.

[Table 1 approximately here]

All the principal diagonal elements are neg~tive. Hence their
summation, the trace of the Jacobian matrix,

is also negative,

and the necessary condition tor stability is met. Assuming a

-4-

negative income effect in the demand for securities, however,
also results in a negative determinant ot the Jacob1an matrix
which violates the sufficiency condition for stability. This can
be seen by expanding the Jacobian matrix along its first column.
Thus,
det(J) = jll[j22j33-j32j23] -

j2l[jl2j33-j32jl3] +

j 31 [j 12j 23-j 22j 13].
If the partiai derivatives in the above expansion are replaced
with their signs, then,
det ( J.) = - L+ - ] -

[ + +]

-

[ + +]

which atter multiplying the signs within the brackets, yields:
det(J) =
Following Branson,

-

+

Halttunen,

and Masson

(197~, p.

305) by

applying the assumption of gross substitution between home and
foreign securities, the first term on the right hand side ot the·
_ .
+

________ . -

-

. . __ above ..equation. can be shown to __......:.__:_=·:_--.l;:)e_ -larger in - absolute
value
than
."'.."
- __- -~·

+

•

--.--

-

-

-

•••

-

--

-

-

_··-

·--

-··-•-- •

the second term. Thus det(J) is negative.
On the other hand, if real income enters the demand function
for domestic and foreign securities with a positive sign, the
determina~t becomes positive since det(J) can now be written as:
det(J) =

-(+ -]

+

[+ +]

+

l+ +]

which after multiplying the signs within the brackets yields:
det(J) =

-

+

+ +

+ +

Here five of the six terms are positive.

(7)

In addition the f~rst

(negative) term is likely to be smaller in absolute value than
the sixth (positive) term. This follows by assuming, as shown in
the appendix,

that

the goods market clearing condition (GG

-5-

--

I

curve), should have a steeper slope than the foreign security
market clearing condition (FF curve), Figure la. This bccurs if
the bond market is more responsive

than the goods market to

changes in the financial variables such as exchange rate.
Equilibrium in all markets would be restored when a given rise in
real

income requires

the exchange rate to rise less in the

foreign security market than

in the goods market. Thus,

the

det(J) is positive, and the ~iitficient condition is -met.-If this
slope condition is not met, the system is unstable (Figure lb).

[Figures la and lb approximately here]

3e

Implications

The previous section demonstrates that the -sufficient stability
condition is violated when real income is assumed to enter the,c._ --~:.:.::.~:
----.·•.--- r_ ••

demand functions for securities in a negative_fashion. This
section argues that this assumption

(restriction)

also

contradicts the earlier portfolio theories of Patinkin (1965) and
McKinnon (,1~69) for example.
The acceptance of the negative income effect restriction can be
seen by taking the partial derivative of equation (6) with
respect to real income.

* = 0
my + by + by

(8)

It is then argued that if real income enters the demand for real
balances in a positive fashion,

it must enter the demand for

securities in a negative fashion (see equation (8) ).

-6-

In support

.

(1985)

of the above contention, Kawai

Tobin (1~69), and Foley and Sidrauski

(1969) and Foley and Sidraus~i's
2

demand reflect this restriction.

cites Patinkin (1965),

(1971).

1

Both- Tobin's

(1971) specification for bond
However,

in his mathematical

appendix, Patinkin (1965) specifies an excess demand function for
bonds with an ambiguous income effect.
demand function

itself,

3

When it comes to the

though, he clearly assumes that an

increase in real .income will" •.. shift the whole demand function
to the right

[p.

215] ." McKinnon's

(1969) Keynesian portfolio

balance model, while different from Patinkin's

(1965)

goods

market model, also specifies positive income effect in the demand
tor securities.
Therefore the assumption that real income enters the demand
function for securities

in a

c o n t i n g e n t · -up·6 ri a

re s u 1 t

portfolio balance model.
-------.

-•

--·-~----------

4

negative fashion is based on a

pa r t i c u l a r · s p e c i f i c a t i 6 n 6 t

t he

One remedy for the implicit instability

·-·-------~--

.... _ --~--.-_-

-------·::_:... ______ -:··

... --·

~

- ___ --.. __;.:;.:._.~_-·. _______ .----:-= __

.

_____·_---.~---~~-- -

problem ar.ising from the negative income effect, j.s to drop real
wealth from the demand function,
(1969).

5

as suggested by McKinnon

Alternatively, have real wealth only enter the demand

function

indirec~ly through its elements, such as real cash

balances (Patinkin, 1965).
To sum up, real income should enter the demand function for
bonds in a positive fashion as has been previously assumed in the
closed economy portfolio balance models.

lf a negative income

ettect is assumed, the sufficiency condition for stability is not
met. This would make comparative static analyses less reliable
since the set of unstable equilibria may no longer be empty.

-7-

t'OOTNOTES

1-

Footnote 4, p. 3~4.

2-

Foley and Sidrauski (1971), section 3-1.

3-

Patinkin (1965), p. 484.

4-

Even if one included ·real weal th in the demand functions,
b(r,r *",Y,w),

(Jones, 1969)

given the wealth constraint,

equation (8) still holds and the negative income effect must
results.
5-

McKinnon argues that "Under the static assumptions, Y and i
[interest rate] together give a measure of permanent income
and a discount rate~ and hence provide a measure of real
wealth (including human wealth) into the foreseeable future
LP.

212] • "
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APPENDIX

The purpose of this appendix to show that, if the sixth term in
equation (7) is greater in absolute value than the first term,
then the GG curve slopes steeper than the FF curve. det(J) would
then be positive, and the system would be stable (Figure la).
The first term ot equation

(7),

absolute value than the third term, -j

By tactoring

(the negative)

j

22

j

11

j

22

j

33

,

is smaller in

j
j
, if:
31 22 13

(A-1)
from the above equation, the

(A-1) condition can be reduced to the following:

(A-2)
The (A-2) condition can be rearranged to derive the tollowing
condition.:

The left and right-hand sides of the
~

- .

:!~ .•

_- --- __ - - ------- __ .

_.. ::::--:.·- _______.._ ·-

(A-3) condition are the

- - ---·--· -~·-.__:,-__ _:.,....:~----::--_-

~

---~~--, __ ..::_-_--:-_~_ .::·.:

___________ ---~·:::;:_-;:_;:-..:c::::~i-:C::__ _

partial derivatives of exchange rate with respect to real
in the foreign security and

(home)

goods market clearing

conditions. They can be rewritten as:

(A-4)
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TABLE l
Jacobian Matrix J
Partial
Derivatives
of the ••. -

With Respect
To:
l:{eal Income

Goods
Market -

[-1

+ Cy +
(

----- . -

-'

(-)

[ -wb d]

FOrelgn
Bond
Market

[wb * ]

_, ...... - .__·-_·_--·-_-_._--_-··-_-_--_-_-_-·_

Exchange-Rate

[I ]
r

Xy]

-)

Domestic
Bond
Market

~·. -·-··· - .,. ____ ----

Interest Rate

d

* f

r

r

[-wb -Ew b ]

y

(?)

(

-)

d * f
[-Fb -w b ]
(

-)

*
[-(1-b·)Fl

y

(- )

(?)

(-)

_.__-·--·_ _ _·_·-_---_-._···_--_-·_---·_---_::::--_·_-"_'~+----->_.·_ _ _
-_·---'--,-_-·_;-··=···-···-·-·-'---'-._ _ _
. ~·_ ·-_--_·_-·-_--_·---_-__
-·-~-.
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FIGURE 1:

GG Curve Illustrates' the Goods Market Equilibrium Solution.
Curve Illustrates the Home Security Equilibrium solution.
FF Curve Illustrates the Foreign Security Equilibrium Solution.
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